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Naples Municipal Airport

• Southwest Florida
• 732 acres
• Two 5,000’ runways
• Complete FBOs
• Limited passenger  
service

• 400+ based aircraft
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Unusual Circumstances at Naples

• Annual average day DNL is not appropriate 
metric

• Complaints focus on single events
• Highly seasonal activity and population

• Up to 750 daily operations in 2004/5 peak season
• Seasonal DNL contours – considerable 

difference
• Low ambient and outdoor lifestyle focus

• 65 dB DNL threshold inadequate
• Comprehensive noise abatement program

• 2000’ departure hold limits effectiveness
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1970 – 1999
A Generation of Working With With the FAA

• 1970’s – First formal Naples noise efforts
• 1987 – AvPlan Part 150 Study
• 1996 – HMMH (w/PBS&J) – 1st Update

• Recommended City and County adopt 60 dB DNL
• FAA approved Stage 1 night restriction (9/97)

• 1998 – HMMH – 2nd Update
• FAA approved 24-hour Stage 1 restriction (3/99)
• Eliminated population within 65 dB DNL

• Part 150s did not eliminate community concerns
• Seasonal DNL, DNL below 65 dB, single events
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Post 1999 - Noise Outside 65 DNL

• Three alternatives in 
161 Study:
• Full night curfew 
• Stage 2 curfew
• 24-hour St. 2 ban

•5/00: Authority requested HMMH  to address 
remaining community concerns
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Part 161 Study Timeline

• 11/00: Authority approved recommended Stage 2 
ban; enforcement start at end of 180-day notice 

• 12/00: FAA alleged technical defects in study
• 2/01: Suspended enforcement; negotiated scope 

of supplement with FAA
• 8/01: Supplement submitted to FAA; started new 

180-day notice period
• 10/31/01: FAA finding of compliance (Part 161) 

and notice of investigation (Part 16)
• 10/01: Resumed enforcement effective 3/02
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Litigation Summary

• Part 161 Study was easy compared to the 
litigation!

• Two federal suits (NBAA v. Naples, Rickard v. 
Naples)

• One state suit (Continental Aviation v. Naples)
• Two FAA enforcement actions (Part 161, Part 16)
• One federal appeal (from FAA Part 16)
• All cases resolved in favor of Airport Authority
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NBAA Litigation

• 12/00 - NBAA and GAMA file suit in federal court 
• Two constitutional claims 
• Claims largely an attack on Airport’s use of DNL 

60 dB to measure benefits
• FAA did not participate
• August 2001 – Federal court granted summary 

judgment for Naples
• Court found ban reasonable and did not burden 

interstate commerce
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NBAA Litigation

Federal District Court:

“If Congress or the FAA had intended to preclude 
local authorities from considering noise levels 

below 65 dB DNL in making an access restriction 
decision, either could easily have done so.  They 

did not.”
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Continental Litigation

• July 2002 – Continental Aviation Services (Stage 
2 owner) filed suit in state court

• Claims –
• Stage 2 ban is impermissible zoning ordinance
• Stage 2 ban is contrary to Continental’s hangar 

lease
• State court granted summary judgment for 

Naples
• Decision upheld by the Florida Court of Appeal

• No violation of state law
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FAA Notice of Investigation

• Issued October 31, 2001
• Same day FAA determined that Naples had satisfied Part 

161

• No benefit within “accepted 65 DNL standard”
• Questioned local zoning adherence to 60 DNL
• Questioned liability within 60 DNL
• No consideration of non-restrictive alternatives
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Part 16 Process

• Informal resolution process (Summer 2001)
• Formal FAA complaint
• Answer, rebuttal
• Director’s Determination (Oct. 2001)
• Trial-type hearing
• Decision by hearing examiner
• Appeal to Associate Administrator (Woodward)
• Appeal to U.S. Court of Appeals 
• Court decision (June 2005)

4 years
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Director’s Determination

• Ban preempted because no liability
• Ban unreasonable because no incompatible land 

use problem
• Ban does not reflect “balanced approach”
• Ban discriminatory because noisier aircraft not 

affected

• FAA suspended Naples’s AIP grants
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Hearing

• Five issues under review
• 3-day hearing in June 2003

• One of first Part 16 hearings ever
• Written testimony and cross-examination of 

witnesses
• Hearing Officer decision –

• Unreasonable because no incompatible land use 
problem

• Not unjustly discriminatory
• Grant assurances apply to Stage 2 restrictions
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Final Decision (Assoc. Admin.)

• NBAA v Naples does not bind FAA
• Grant assurances continue to apply
• No incompatible land use problem

• Local government did not prohibit residential 
development

• No liability for noise
• Naples not uniquely quiet
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Airport Authority Appeal

• Appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit

• Multiple briefs
For Assoc. Admin.For Naples

Continental Aviation

ATAQuiet Technologies 
Aerospace

AOPAACI – NA
GAMACollier County
NBAACity of Naples

FAANaples Airport 
Authority
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Naples v. FAA – Court of Appeals

U.S. Court of Appeals:

“Because the Noise Act does not clearly reveal 
whether the FAA may withhold grants when an 

airport operator imposes an unreasonable Stage 
2 noise restriction, we shall defer to the FAA’s 

determination that it retains that power under the 
[Airport] Improvement Act.”
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Naples v. FAA (cont.)

U.S. Court of Appeals:

“The Airport Authority and the City of Naples 
introduced ample evidence – much of which 

went unrebutted – demonstrating that the Stage 
2 ban was justified. . . . the FAA’s conclusion to 

the contrary is not supported by substantial 
evidence.”
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Litigation Scorecard

• Naples Stage 2 ban is legally OK
• Permissible under state law, federal law and grant 

assurances
• Naples eligible for repayment for lost 

entitlements (approx. $3.2 million)
• Lost opportunity for several years of discretionary 

grants
• Naples use of DNL 60 dB to measure benefits 

has twice been upheld
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Have we learned anything
from the Naples effort?

Is the system broken?
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Effect in Naples

• The ‘sweet spot’
• Widespread (not unanimous) aviation 

community support
• New regional jet service with community 

support
• New spirit of cooperation with neighbors
• Dramatic decline in complaints
• Focus on running the ‘Best Little Airport in 

the Country”
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The ‘Balanced Approach’

• What is it?
• Who decides?
• Can local (admittedly parochial) concerns ever 

balance national air transportation concerns?
• National standards and uniformity vs. carefully 

tailored solution to local conditions
• What is FAA’s proper role

• Police the process
• Make substantive decisions
• Ensure complete national uniformity
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National Lessons

• Part 161 is not enough
• Must also satisfy FAA on grant assurances
• FAA approval required.  Period.

• Future Stage 2 studies will be almost identical to 
Stage 3 studies

• May be able to consider benefits to DNL 60 dB
• Data, data, data

• Must fully analyze all alternatives
• No substitute for thorough record
• Next litigation will be far simpler
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Is The System Broken?

• Who makes the decisions
• What is the value of taking federal grants
• What is the role of the airport proprietor

• Is balancing competing local demands a ‘balanced 
approach’?

• What is FAA’s proper role
• Police the process
• Make substantive decisions
• Ensure complete national uniformity
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Lessons and Consequences

• No substitute for airport-specific analysis
• No way to satisfy agency if rely upon –

• Metric other than DNL
• Threshold other than 65 dB
• Local conditions and needs

• Litigation regrettably necessary
• Need not be overwhelming

• Flood of ‘defederalization’ pressure
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